
Contact          

                                                          

Jasper D’Hondt                                                                             

jasper@15feet6.com                                                      

+32 4 86 02 04 98                                                            

General

-2 artists on tour: Yolaine Dooms/Rosa Tyyskä and Jarno Vanthuyne/Jasper D'Hondt

-catering: 2 vegetarians, no allergies

-hotel: 2 x single room

-transport: 1 vehicle with trailer

-safe parking for 1 vehicle (L: 5m50, H: 2m70) and trailer (L: 3m, H: 1m50) to be provided

-secured dressing room

-sufficient drinking water available

Show

-duration: 20 minutes

-all ages

-360 ° audience

-capacity: no limit, depending on visibility

-performance area: 6m x 6m

-free height above the playing surface: min. 4 m

-vehicle access for loading and unloading in proximity of the performance area

-build up time: 45 minutes, tear down time: 30 minutes. Build up takes place at least 1h30 before show

time

-minimum 1 person for crowd control during the show

-place to warm up backstage

Show times 

-maximum 2 shows per day with at least 1h between the shows. No tear down in between shows on the

same day.

-to avoid problems, always communicate show times as soon as possible to the company. 

Weather conditions 

-it's not possible to execute the show when it's raining or when the playing area and material is wet due

to rain or condensation (possible on days when the temperature drops underneath the dew point

before or during show time!)

-it's not possible to execute the show with extreme wind or heat (ex. in case of heatwave). 
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performance area 6m x 6m, 4m free height
surface: hardened or gras
stage 2m40 diameter (can be placed on an uneven surface, max. slope: 2%)
audience: 360 degrees (full circle)

6m

2m40

Emile Waldteufel: Souveraine, Mazurka, Op. 255

Emile Waldteufel: Skater's Waltz

Sound

-we provide the sound system (setup adapted for 360 ° audience)

-220v 16A at the performance are to be provided by the organizer

 -copyright music to be arranged by the organizer. Tracks: 

Light

-in case of performances at nightfall, in the dark or indoors without daylight, lighting must be provided

by the organizer. A lightning plan will be provided. 


